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Project description 
 

Syannah sees the content of her lyrics as the starting point for creating new 
music. For the Austrian singer-songwriter, this approach is essential. "Music 
helps me to give space to everything that is going on inside me and to express 
myself." The strong urge for self-reflection and personal development are 
reflected in her songs. She gives expression to strong feelings and intense 
moments through words and melodies. The Viennese musician shares these 
personal stories, thoughts and insights in acoustic-tinged ballads and catchy 
pop songs mixed with country, soft rock and indie elements.

Syannah wants to encourage people with her music to stay true to themselves 
and follow their own heart's path. In her songs, she processes her 
experiences, which are not infrequently accompanied by self-doubt and inner 
insecurities. "Never being good enough anyway" is a conviction that the singer 
carried within herself for a long time before she took to the stage. Even as a 
child, it kept her from continuing her guitar lessons. 

It took quite a bit of experience and realization to then, ten years later, pursue 
her long-awaited desire to play guitar and write songs. "I wanted to fulfill my 
inner child's dream, which I could not live at that time". 

And thus, since then, she also carries one of her most important aha 
experiences to the outside world: "It's not about being perfect, it's about being 
ourselves," the musician is convinced and knows that it's never too late to 
pursue your own dreams. 

Syannah creates an intimate atmosphere through her stories in her live 
performances and encourages listening and "feeling" with personal access 
and honesty. Self-awareness, strong feelings and inspiring messages are her 
trademarks and together, these elements make her music and performance a 
unique experience.



Press Text

Life gives every person countless moments paired with the most diverse 
feelings and experiences. The Austrian musician Syannah picks up these 
moments and tells about them in her songs. She opens her heart in music and 
expresses all her insights and emotions through lyrics and melodies. Syannah 
invites listeners into her soul during her performances and shares her stories 
with them. The personal approach, her openness and the emotions involved 
are palpable in every note of her voice. Fluently, the moderations merge into 
the chords and thoughts reverberate in the room. 
Her path so far has already led the Viennese musician to many stages in 
Austria and Germany. Among them well-known events like the Donauinselfest 
and the Hafen Open Air in Vienna or festivals and events in Hamburg, Munich, 
Passau and Berlin.
Syannah and her music have also made it into WARDA magazine, district 
newspapers and some of her songs can be heard worldwide on various online 
and regional radio stations.
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Download Press Material

www.syannah.com/en/press 

 
Video Links  
 

Music Video „Restart“: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Wb92WAO2mH0

Music Video „Born To Inspire“: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aHQecUWK25w

Music Video „Grown“: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eUcTCXC8O0s

Music Video „Cupid“: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-mLNxbb0k4I

Music Video „That Girl“: www.youtube.com/watch?v=AfagBVyk_Vg

Music Video „Back To The Moment“: www.youtube.com/watch?v=_NlPJ9Rt2EU 
 

Live:  
„That Girl“ live: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SRGtnR7zBRo 

„Born to Inspire“ acoustic video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gu6rFE8_WkE 

Contact details and Social media links:

www.syannah.com 

www.facebook.com/SyannahOfficial 

www.youtube.com/syannahofficial 

www.instagram.com/syannah_official 

info@syannah.com
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